LONG,   LONG TRAIL
large minority Germans, hardly any were Czechs.   They carry
with them grave dangers, for England knd English people.
The Jewish question, misunderstood as it is in England, clouds
what would otherwise be a fairly clear issue for English people.
The great influence that organized Jewish communities in England,
France and America have over the Press in those countries helps
further to cloud it. You must not forget that when you read in
your newspapers outbursts of indignation about the treatment of
Jews you are sometimes, and not infrequently, reading material
inspired by Jews, whose innermost thought is that you should
fight Germany, not for your own sake, but to exterminate anti-
Semitism. This is an intolerable muddling of issues and you need
to be awake to it.
I was in Budapest during the great September crisis of 1938 and
I do not forget how the Jews there bought up foodstuffs so that
some of the shops in the districts where I was living looked as if a
cloud of locusts had passed through them. I myself saw one woman
spend over 200 pengos, which is a large sum for a Budapest
suburb, with my local grocer, who happened to be a Jew. My
humble and hard-working charwoman could not get butter or
sugar for her husband's supper. I heard similar accounts from an
acquaintance who lives in Ireland and travelled at that time in a
ship going to Ireland which had many Jews" among its passengers,
all of them laden with provisions.
During that September crisis I knew several Jews who were
elated at the thought that war was coming, though they them-
selves would not have fought in it. They intended, as my Jewish
acquaintance in Budapest told me, 'to survive3, to reap the subse-
quent harvest of a peace planted on the grave of anti-Semitism.
This, to me, was a very grave and disturbing thought. It makes
me read with the greatest scepticism all comment on the inter-
national dog-fight which I know or suspect to come from Jewish
sources.
You should bear this in mind when you read books on the
contemporary struggle in Europe, and not forget that those authors
who are presented to you as Germans, Austrians, Swiss, Americans
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